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Animal rights activi
by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor
Animals have rights, too.
Tom Regan. a world-famous animal
rights activist, is coming to Coastal
Carolina University on April 4 at 4:30
p.m. to talk about the rights he believe
animals are entitled to have.
Regan's tay and lecture at CCU is
being sponsored by the Jackson Center
for Ethics and Values. When Claudia
McCollough, the director of the Jack on
Center, rtf t had the idea of askinc
Regan to come to CCU last seme te;'
many people told her it would be impossible to get such a world-renowned
speaker to give a lecture at CCU.
"What can anyone say but no?" he
said. "I have been teaching Tom Recan
philo ophy for several years in ~y
clas es and I wa a little intimidated to
invite him," she admitted. "But I have to
ay he has been a perfect joy to work
with and I am so excited that he i coming to honor our campu ."
His lecture is titled" Animal Right
En:ironmental Wrongs." McCollough
belIeves the topic is perfect for a boom
community such as the Grand Strand
area. With uch a high amount of temporary community visitors and members
the number of animal~ that are rnistreat~

0

sea

e? is becoming a growing issue, e peclally among hou ehold pets. Many peopIe who corne to Myrtle Beach will buy
or adopt a pet, but end up leaving a few
months later and abandon the pet to fend
for itself. causing the local humane societie to overflow with stray . Regan will
address this type of problem, along with
many others.
"I hope we have a full audience n
said McCollough. "We've even invited
the Humane Society and the Sierra Club
to attend."
Regan is a highly achieved emeritu
professor of philo ophy at
orth
Carolina State Univer ity. He wa on the
faculty for 30 years and was awarded the
title University Alumni Distinguished
Professor and the William Quarles
Holliday Medal. According to hi Web
site, www.tomregan-animalright.com.
he is recognized worldwide as the top
spokesper on for animal right .
In ~ddition to the e honors, Regan
has wntten many profe sional papers
and more than 20 books. His late t book
"Empty Cage ," addre es the terrihl:
conditions that today's ociety inflict
upon all animals, from factory farm animal to horse and dog race . The book
has been highly acclaimed a an in piring and motivating book that will
change the way many people treat ani-

Campus drug
dog released of
its duties

pher and acth' Tom R an
Photo courtesy Tom Regan
mals.
"The Ca e for Animal Right " and
"Bloom bury' Prophet: G.E. Moore and
the Development of Hi
Moral
Philo ophy" are two boo Regan ha
authored that were nominated for both
the Pulitzer Prize and the ational Boo
Award.
See Regan on page A3
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Find out what everyone is squawking about!
Join The Chanticleer.

• Susan Lyle guest voice
recital, March 3 J. 7:30 p,m..
Edwards Recital Hall

Meetings Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.

-

- David Bankston and Friends
Concert. April 3; 7:30 p.m.,
Wheelwright Auditorium

Student Center, room 208
chanticleer@coastal.edu or call 349-2330

- The Words to Say it: A

SGA announcements
- The Faculty Senate has passed the new
Philosophy 100 course.
- Changes will be made to the prerequisites for Economics 326 and 302,
Biology 321 and the 321 labs, accounting
and chemistry.
- Some courses for the PGM major will
be deleted.
- A success seminar course for all disciplines has been passed.
- The Leadership Development Council
would like to thank everyone who helped
or particpated in the powder puff football game for the Children's Miracle
Network. A trophy was presented to the

winning powder puff team during the
March 6 SGA meeting. Maurice
Simpkins and Antwon Trice coached the
winning powder puff team, the "G.I.
Janes". The trophy will be on display in
the Student Center. The meetings for
LDC are Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the
Student Center, room 208.
- The Grand Teal Ball will be held on
April 7 and the theme is going to be "A
Night of Enchantment."

REMEMBER
TO ALWAYS

- Saxophone Ensemble, April
6, 7:30 p.m., Edwards Recital
Hall
- "Day of Percussion," April
8,2 p,m., Wheelwright
Auditorium

More information at
www.coastal.edu/calendar

Compiled by Lekeisha Edwards,
Staff Writer

Campus bulletin board
- Don't miss "Satin Rouge," the next
movie in the Foreign Film Series. It
will be shown in the Wall Auditorium
on March 27 at 7 p.m.
- A one-hour documentary will be
shown in the Edwards Recital Hall on
March 28 at 6 p.m. by the Invisible
Children slaff. The documentary will
include information about the children
of Northem Uganda and the unfair
treatment they withstand as a result of
the nation's civil war.
- Students interested in becoming peer
mentors should contact Jason Springer
at 349-2941 or see him in Prince 207
by March 31 . Those interested should
have at least a 2.75 GPA and be at least
sophomores in fall 2006. Three credit
hours will be given to peer mentors.
- Student assistants are needed to
help with The Summer Ethics
Academy for Jackson Junior Scholars
on July 17-20 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Applicants must have completed at
least one course in ethics at CCU and
list as a reference at least one faculty
person in the Department of
Philo.ophy and Religion, Program
assistants will receive a $200 stipend.
daily lunch, snacks and a t-shirt. Those
interested should submit in writing or
bye-mail a letter of interest in which
they address their qualifications, provide contact information and Ii t their
faculty reference to Dr. Renee Smith in
EHFA 282. rsmith@coaslaLedu. The
deadline for applications i~ March 31.
- The Mock StepShow will take place
in the Wheelwright Auditorium on
March 31 at 7 p.m. Contact the Office
of Student Activities and Leadership
fOT more information.
- The Spadoni College of Education
will host the Community Spring
Festival on April ] from II :30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Events will held out ide of

Reading by Dan Albergotti
April 6, 4 p.m., Wall Auditorium
and Ante Room
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Compiled by Caroline P. Smith,
Assistant Editor
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and a silent auction. Proceeds from the
auction will benefit Professor Alan Case
and hi. program to support Afghani children.
- Tax assistance will be available for
studenl'i on April 3 i~ Wall 20 I. The
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance and
CCU accounting majors will be glad to
help anyone with their tax retums.
- V~deos of the Spirit of the
Chanticleer Ma~hing Band are now
available for sale in three different formats. The video was shot and produced
by student Jamie Saunders and contains
footage of the band from last semester,
including games and concerts. It is $ JO
for a DVD or $5 for a 'CD or a video
iPod~enc~ed CD. CaJl the band office
at extension 349~6480 for a copy.
Proceeds go to the band.
- The Multi-cultural celebration will
take place on the Prince Lawn from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. April 5. Be sure to stop by
and enjoy what diverse cultures have to
offer.
- A summer job fair will be held in the
Kimbel Arena on April 6 from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. Over 60 employers from the community will be present to recruit for
summer jobs. Students are advised to
dress appropriateJy.
- Late-night Bingo will be held in the
Commons on April 6 at 10 p.m.
- The College of Charleston is offering
a crash course in 1eadership,job hunt. ing skills and communication skiDs on
May 15-l8. Price for enrollment is $60
and the deadline for registration IS May
3. E-mail lipkam@cofc.edu for more
information.
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CCU provost acce
by Ashley Taliana
Section Editor
Coastal's provost and chief academic officer, Peter Barr. was unanimou J
named president of Glenville State
College in Central West Virginia by the
college's Board of Governor . CCU
president Dr. Ronald Ingle will appoint
an interim provo:t in the coming day .
"Pete will be greatly mis ed at thi.
in titution. He had a piration of bee oming a pre. ident, and I encouraged him
with his deci ion." "aid Ingle in a recent
interview.
Ingle will appoint an interim
provo t who will erve through next

ca es, which will then be evaluated by
university official for anction or judicial proceeding. if deemed applicable.
The Jan. 28 party that prompted the
elf-r~porting wa held at the Peanut
Warehouse in downtown Conway where

Regan

e

year, Ingle' last year at CCU. He
expect the univerity will make a
mooth transition in the absence of Barr.
The proceeding pre ident will then initiate a earch for a permanent provo t.
Barr will officially start as pre ident
of Glen ille on July) . one day after current uni er ity pre ident Robert
Freeman retires. The native We. t
Virginian and hi.. wife Bets plan t
move and be settled there by the middle
of June.
According to Glenville State
CoJlege' Web ite. Barr was chosen
from an initial group of 70 candidate
and two other finali ts, Dr. Willi PefI)
of Charleston, W.Va .. and Dr. Henry
Zimon of Penn ylvania.

"1 will mi
the poop em. t t
Coastal. I hope and belie e that the
opportumue and program I helped
work for continue here. e pe ially th
mentorim!. program." Barr aid. "I ha e
real p<c ion for higher education; it ha
opened m) e e to thing_ 1 ne er
thought about. I h pe to bring m pa. ion to help tuden~ open their e", e and
bring a foeu on edu 'ating citizen [ f
the Glen ilIe area]."
Barr ha" . erv d a pr vo t of
Co tal inee Augu t of 2 0_. He
became dean of the E. Craig
a))
College of Bu in
Admini tration in
Jul 1992 and remamed 10 thi po lti n
until October 2
. Sin Barr' term a

potential members of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity stood in a line and were encouraged to finish a bottle of alcohol by the
time it reached the end. Two male. tudents. ages 21 and ] 8. uffered alcoholinduced coma and were brought to

Con ay Medical C nter and put on entilators.
The committee that in estigated thi
incident determined that Pi appa Alpha
and Phi Sigma Sigm violated alcohol
of CCU, their chapter,
policie

tional philosopher and activi t. Regan i.
also an accompli hed film writer and
director. He i the recipient of the Silver
Medal for his film "We Are All Toah"
(1986) and the Gold Medal for Voice ]
Have Heard" (1988) from the
International Film Fe. tival in ew York
and Lo Angeles.

Regan and hi
ife, Taney, are the
founders of The Culture and Animal
Foundation and are th paren of two
children and five grandchildren.
Regan's lecture will be held in the
Wall Auditorium and i free and open to
the pUblic. Students. facuity, taff and
community member are all highly

program .

I
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Continued from page Al

"Tom Regan js the Tom Paine of
animal rights, the rational vi ionary
who, while passionately defending the
right of man, no Ie
pa sionately
defend the rights of animals," aid Paul
Wat on, the co-founder of Greenpeace.
As if all his book achievements are
not enough to make thi man an excep-

Campus drug dog
released from duties

by Ashley Taliana
Seclion Editor
Where is the next place you'll find
J .T.. the drug dog Coastal hired about
ix month ago? Chance are you won't
be eeing him on this campu any time
soon.
At the direction of President
Ronald Ingle. J.T. has been relea_ed
from his duty as the Coastal Carolina
Univer ity Police Department's first
drug- niffing dog.
The Chanticleer first introduced
J .T. when he was hired in September.
Last summer the dog. a gift from
Officer Clayton J. Cox, and hi handler.
Lieutenant Glenn E. Allen Jr., completed a rigorou training cour e where J.T.
was trained to sniff out marijuana,
cocaine, methamphetamines and other
of the e
ub tance .
derivative
However. it wasn't J .To' drug sniffing
An officer and the dog handler pose with
abilities that got him fired.
J .T., the dog that was recently released
The dog was trained a a pas ive
from its duti .
alert dog, which mean he calmly . it
Photo courles CCUPD
down when he smen an illegal ubtudents safe. not to intimidate them and
tance. In a recent incident, a tudent'
vehicle wa severely cratched due to the make them feel uncomfortable."
Ingle made the ultimate deci. ion to
dog jumping on the car. Thi particular
incident led university official to believe fire the dog.
") believe the dog wac; more a deterthe dog wa n't 0 pas ive in hi drugrent than an effecti e tooL" aid C a tal
detection efforts.
tudent and Univec ity Place Tee ident.
The owner of the vehicle brought
pictures of his damaged property to Rob Hudson.
J.T. routinely in pected cars at the
Pre ident Ingle. who deemed the damage
entrance of University Place.
worthy of reimbur. ement.
So what happen to the funy, four"The dog damaged a tudent' car
and [having the dog on campu I was legged canin om er now? A cording 10
intimidating to tudents," said Ingle. Chief of Police Lester Haga, J.T. h
"The aim of having the dog wru to keep been retired as a drug dog and will live at
home with Lt. Allen.

en ouraged to ttend . or m Ii in~ An tion, pleru e nta t th J c
n ent r
for Ethi
d ruue at 349-4149
mil
J on
Fi hel
jfi h 11 co tal.edu.
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e Showdown: Smoking - a disgusting habit or stress relief?
by Raytevia Evans
Staff Writer
What I can't seem to gra p is why
and how someone makes the decision to
smoke. Do you just wake up one morning
and make up your retarded mind that you
all of a sudden want to start this ridiculous habit? By smoking cigarettes, you're
only knocking years off your life and
slowly digging your own grave. If you
are so anxious for your life to end, you
should expedite the process of your death
in a way that does not disturb everyone
around you. Smoking i not only unethical. but you are annoying me and polluting the very air that I breathe.
Word of wisdom: "Never have a
habit you can't support." As college students. how do you find the extra money
for cigarettes? What are they, like $4 a
pack? How do you support this expensive
habit? I would run at the sight of the
price. If you buy cigarettes one day and
the next day you can't even buy a pack of
gum to cover up the awful smell protruding from your mouth every time you
exhale. you might want to quit.
For all of you who find release in
puffing your lives away, I have a declaration for you: you have no respect for
yourselves. Don't you think we have
enough pollution problems in the world
today without your contributions? It
appears to me that you all continuously
blow that disgustingly amorphous fog in
my dIrection intentionally. These are
moments when I seriously envy "The
Boy in the Plastic Bubble" (excluding
John Travolta's terrible haircut). If you
have it out for your own lungs, I can't

really expect you to care for mine, but
please, spare me.
Guys, smoking is a tum-off. Your
breath stinks, your gums are black and
you smell. I would think that the temporary halito i might provoke you to quit;
however, you seem to enjoy stepping into
my personal space and breathing the terrible scent directly into my nostrils while
whispering ridiculous pick-up lines. I
will never understand why
mokers find pleasure in this.
Girls, smoking is tacky.
"Mature" guys find girls who
smoke to be unattractive. (You
all should find yourselves unattractive.) Why would a guy speak to a
female whose voice is as deep as his?
Your appearance is completely mined by
something a small as a cigarette. Oh, so
you see a handsome guy and you decide
to throw him a flirtatious smile, except he
doesn't find it exy at all. The darkness of
your gums reveals your terrible habit.
Yep, you have been exposed and he
walks away with a disgusted look on his
face, luckily before he smells the stench
of your breath.
So you think you're cool standing up
against the wall with a "death stick"
hanging from your lips? This image
you're trying to create by smoking is so
far from cool and is very annoying to
non-smokers.
Here is something to think about:
Studies show that approximately 163,000
Americans will die from lung cancer this
year alone. Not cool.

VS •

Staff editorial: College Park gate
by Daniel Didion
Staff Writer
After months of tension between
Coastal Carolina University and the
College Park community caused by the
high level of CCU student partying in
the area. the university hosted a forum
last October to address the community
members' concerns.
Following the forum, a a peace_.__ ...k,=eeRing gesture, the University conceded to erect a steel gate at the only bridge
between CCU's campus and the housing
community. The gate closes at night and
on weekends, thereby in theory lowering
student party traffic in the neighborhood.
However, this is not the case. On the
contrary, this gate creates a trifling
obstacle in the average partier's evening.
It would take more than a little gate to
keep a CCU student from their Godgiven right to a weekend adventure in
debauchery. Most students simply slip
under the metal fence, an easy task; the
hardest part being removing the mud
that is caked into their shoe .
Depending upon their destination in
College Park, students may also choose
the path behind Santee dormitory. The
question is not how to circumvent this
obstacle, but why does it exist?
When did it become CCU's responsibility to police the College Park neighborhood? I thought it was perhaps the
police who did that. and judging by the
number of police cars [ see drive by
every time I am on Destiny Lane. I
would say they feel the same way.

by Brian Dunlop
for The Chanticleer
My sister started smoking at the age of
16 and I was only 10. This is when I was
offered my first cigarette. I turned it down,
thinking that they are awful and make you
smell. My opinion stayed constant through
my first years of high school.
However, over the years my curiosity
grew stronger and I finally accepted one of
my ister's offers at the age of 16. I dId not
pick up smoking at this time in my life,
even though I had friends who started smoking at the age of 13.
] practically started smoking out
of boredom. One night my friends
and I were really bored and 1 m~de
the decision to have a cigarette. I
smoked for about two weeks and afterward
I smelled my hand and the scent was atrocious. J decided to stop smoking for the
time being.
I went approximately two years without smoking until about three weeks
before the end of last semester. I made
friends with new people who smoke once I
began to attend college.
The curio ity about smoking came to
me again. I started to think that I didn't
really give smoking a chance when I first
encountered the situation. At first I smoked
socially, meaning I bummed cigarettes
from other people for a while.

Perhaps the community feels that
the police do an inadequate job enforcing noise ordinances, public intoxication, underage drinking and other laws
of the like. Should this be the case, they
should take it up with the police department. Better yet, perhaps they could
simply appeal to their neighbors.
CCU students do not congregate in
random parking lots or open spaces in
College Park; rather, they do so at the
homes of their friends who own or rent
in the community. Maybe residents who
have a problem with their neighbors'
social gatherings could take a really
novel approach and talk to them about it.
Instead, members of the community
have failed to make any organized
attempt at dealing with what they see as
a problem. They haven't even established a homeowners' association to discuss community unity or decision-making. Without this simple level of community infrastructure, the complaining
residents have no clout with CCU.
At least one resident has chosen to
take legal action against the university,
fil ing a legal complaint in an attempt to
have the bridge tom down completely. I
cannot believe this is what things have
come to. It' un-American to confine students in this manner. These viciousminded police won't be happy until they
have college students caged in like animals. The university should never have
conceded a gate to their plight; instead
these people should have considered the
nightly atmosphere in a place called
"College Park" before they moved there.

Over Christmas break I was stressed
out because of work and a cigarette
relieved me. I starte,d picking up the habit
and buying my own packs.
Once I returned to Coastal, people
began to continuously ask about my
newly-developed habit. They tried to convince me to stop smoking. I took what they
said with a grain of salt and did not pay
them any attention.
They often said. "I just don't ee you
smoking." With a ci.garette in hand, I take
a puff and say. "Weli I do, 0 get over it."
I had finally found something that made
me complete. Smoking is very comfortable
for me. It's one of the only things I can
depend on when things go wrong.
I do notieel as though I should have a
definite reason as to why I smoke. It is one
of my personal life choices. While it is polluting the air for you nonsmokers, I make
it my priority not to. blow smoke in peopie's faces. Personally, ] do not smell the
scent on smokers ~nless I am giving them
a hug and I have never had any complaint
about how I smell.
Here is my message to all of you nonsmokers: leave u alone.. We know that we
are giving ourselves cancer. You do not
need to constantly remind us about it every
chance you get. It's not like they put smokers in a box and try to hide the facts about
smoking. Just get over it.

Letter to the Editor
A the community grieve for the
loss of Rebekah Grainger and rallies to
try and bring her alleged killer to justice,
I sit here wondering why.
Why did the fact that Louis Michael
Winkler savagel), kidnapped, raped and
tried to kill Rebekah, his uffering wife,
less than six months ago (Oct. 2005) fall
so easily by the wayside in the judicial
system in this county?
Why did Circuit Judge Thomas
Russo allow this absolute monster, this
wretched excuse for a man out on
measly $150,000 bond? Better yet, why
did Russo later amend Winkler's former
state of being electronically monitored
from hi home to allow this sorry excuse
for a human being to roam our county for
two hours a day? Where is Russo now, as
Winkler's only target is being mourned
and laid to rest? I hope that Judge
Thomas Russo feels he did the right
thing, because his decision allowed this
terrible murderer the last chance he needed to end this long-suffering woman's
life. That seemingly reasonable freedom
from 4-6 p.m. everyday was j u t enough
time for Winkler to find his prey and finish what he seemed so intent upon doing
to her.
Men like Louis Michael Winkler are
the exact reason that I feel the issue of
gun owner's rights ought to be let go.
What Winkler really deserves, if caught,
is mo t likely not what he will get. He
deserves to be knocked off this planet
just the way Rebekah was. But that won't
happen, not unless we're all really lucky.
Let me paint a new, similarly disturbing
picture for you all to consider:
Police finally catch Winkler, after a
long, dangerous and sad search. Winkler
is charged and tried. During his trial, he
will potentially be able to employ the
same ruthless, ociopathic charm that
allowed him into Rebekah's life to make
the jury believe all the lies he feeds them.
He will probably have some of the best

defen e in Horry County. becau e in
today's politically-correct society, we
tend to afford the bigger advantage to the
perpetrator-never the victim. · unfortunately.
The jury may give him life, but the
death penalty i till a ticket to at least
five-to-lO year living in a maximumsecurity hotel. The mo t this sick man
will have to do i avoid "dropping the
soap." In all hi time in jail, he will never
know the agony, the fear, the 10 s that
Rebekah Grainger and now her family
and friend have received at his bloodied
hands.
How ad is that? Even sadder, I
think, is the fact that protecting one's. elf
isn't more encouraged to women who are
being victimized in a domestic situation.
And I'm not talking about Kung Fu. If a
woman was ever in the position that
Rebekah Grainger was in on March 6,
and actuaJly had the foresight to be
armed and ready in case of a threat, what
would happen? Would it really be as im-·
pIe as protecting one's self or one's family? No. If a woman (or man) ever uses a
gun in true self-defense, our society is
trained to question it to the bitter end.
Proceedings for manslaughter charges
would often be proposed in such a ituation. It is unfortunate, but our society has
trained its girls and women that protecting themselves by deadly force i unladylike, un-Christian and just wrong.
I know Winkler and other people
like him will alway be a part of our
world. There is no way to weed out the
immense evil of people like this. except
to be prepared and know your rights. If
you are a woman who is suffering from
abuse in a domestic situation, know your
rights. The judicial sy tem we have
unfortunately may not be enough to prevent disa ter in your life.
Rebecca C. Powell
Conway. South Carolina
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Congratulations to the Chanticleer men' basketball team for
advancing to the Big outh Championship. The game again t
Winthrop on March 4 was led by enior Colin Stevens with
18 points. Pictured above is Jack Leasure hooting over an
opponent at the championship game. Leasure'broke CC 's
and the league's record this season for three-pointer (321).

Coastal Carolina University is pleased to share
with you an exciting program designed exclusively for Coastal seniors. The 1954 Society is a
Senior Class gift program that seeks to build a
tradition of giving to the university. Each year
the Senior class makes a collective donation
which is used to purchase a "gift" for the campus.
In past years, these donations have been used to
purchase such things as a field-goal post at
Brooks Stadium and to pave a patio area for
students outside the Commons Dining Hall.
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Member hip in the 1954 ocie r
a th
year pledge During your e' or ear make
commitment of at least 19.54 to th
Class gift and pledge to contribute th am or
more over the next two ear. ou rna r din t
your pledge to upport any number of uni r iry
need. In return as a member of the 19
ociety, our member hip to t
Al mni
Association will be included for th thr
f
your pledge period at no addi ional
u
other than fulfilling . . our commitment.

As a member you will eceive:
* 1954 Society Pin to wear on your gown and a membership certificate
* Three-year membership into the Alumni Association at a reduced pledge rate
* Listing in the President's Annual Report of Donors
* University mailings including the Coastal Carolina University Magazine
'!' Invitations to Alumni Association and 1954 Society special events
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Assisting
Other Agency
During the morning
hours. CCUPD officers
assisted agents of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Fire Arms (ATF) in serving
outstanding warrants on. a subject in Elm
Hall.

2. 2/24: Traffic Violation/Simple
Possession of MarijuanaIPossession
with Intent to Distribute Crack
A traffic stop was initiated on University
Blvd. and the officer asked for an obtained
consent to search the subject's vehicle. The
officer did a "pat down" of the driver and
found a bag containing a green, leafy substapce. The driver was arrested and in a
subsequent search of the vehicle, a white,
powdery substance was found along with
a "rock" later determined to be crack
cocaine. The subject was transported to
the county detention center.

3. 2/24: Traffic Violation/Simple
Possession of Marijuana
A traffic stop was initiated on University
Blvd. and after the stop, the officer asked
for and obtruned con ent to earch the subject's vehicle. The passenger and driver
both admitted to owning marijuana found
in the search, and both were cited for posses ion.
4. 2/25: Malicious Damage to Real
Property
Officers were called to Santee Hall in reference to two . tudent setting off a fire
extinguisher. The ,tudents were later identified with the surveillance tape and were
cited for maliciou damage. Both student
were released.
5.2127: Vandalism
During the weekend, unknown subjects
broke the front glass door of the drink
machine in the Wall building lounge.

the
cle in the science
building parking lot for
over two hours by his father, while the
father worked on campu . The father is not
a member of the campus community. He
was working for an off-campus company at
the time. Officers attempted to locate the
child, but were later notified that the father
had taken him off the campus.
7. 3/6: Vandalism to Vehicle
The victim parked his vehicle near the gym
and left. When he returned, there was a
dent in the door just above the door handle.

8. 3/6: Larceny
The victim left his book bag on the Student
Center deck and took a break. When he
returned, the bag was missing.

9.3/9: Vandalism to Motorcycle
During the night, someone pushed the victim's motorcycle over in the University
Place parking lot, causing damage to the
motorcycle.
10.3/10: Petit Larceny
During the night, someone took two of the
victim's textbooks from University Place.
A suspect was appre~ended and charged.
11. 3110: 'Open ContainerlMinor in
Possession of Beer
The subject drove to the residence hall
security building to drop off another student. While waiting for the subject's 10. the
officer noticed an open container of alcohol in the vehicle. The subject was cited for
the offen e.

12 . 3/12 : V:andalism to Vehicle
During the night, someone pulled up some

plants at University Place and threw them
Articles and editorials in The
6.3/3: Child Endangerment
into the victim's vehicle. This caused
Chanticleer do not neccessarily
Around 5 p.m .• the office was notified by
scratches and some small dents to the hood
sity's student body, admlmstra~ __
______________
__ ____
__
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13. 3/19: Noise Ordinance Violation
During a traffic stop for a noise violation on
University Blvd., the s~bject was found to
have a bottle containing 28 pills in his possession. The letters were later detenni ned to
be Seroquel. The subject did not have a prescription for the pills, and they were seized.
The subject was cited for the noise violation and released.
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14.3/20: DUI First
A traffic stop was conducted at the inter ection of Univer ity Blvd. and S.c. Hwy. 544
. for driving left of center. When the subject
was approached. the smell of alcohol wa
detected. A routine field sobriety te twas
conducted and after a failed attempt, the
subject was placed under arrest for DUI.
The subject was transported to Horry
County Detention Center and the vehicle
was towed.
15.3/20: Possible Drug Violation
Durin cr a check to verify empty room ' in
Wacc:maw Hall. the reSIdence taff noticed
an odor when entering the subject's room.
Public Safety was called and during a consented search of the subject's room. a small
amount of green, leafy substance was
found. Also found were maIL clear, plastic
bag and a set of "bras knuckles." The ubtance was tested and determined to be
marijuana.
16. 3/12: Vandalism to Vehicle
The victim reported that sometime during
the night or the fol1owing day, omeon.e
broke the driver's side mirror off the vehIcle, which was parked on campus.

~~ ~::~:;__~_______________________

tion. faculty, or staff.
Crime Log compiled from published police reports from CCUDPS
Advertisements are prud adver-JL________________________
tisements and reflett the views
and opinions of the advertiser, not
The Chanticleer or Coastal
Carolina University.
'

~~~~~~~~~~~::::::~::~::~~~~--------------------------________

Some materia) may not be suitable
for people under the age of 17.

Clarification: Fir t Book of
Hony County does accept
donations of book forits mission of providing new books to
underprivileged children.
Monetarydonations can be ent
to Frrst Book of Horry County
and mailed to P.O. Box1635,
Conway, SC 25928-1635.

Pictured here with Governor Mark Stanford, Blakely Thten
is one of eight students who was recently presented with a
$500 scholarship and an award plaque at the 2006 South
Carolina Governor's Conference on Tourism and Travel that
was held at Kiawah Island Resort. She is also the recipei~t of
the Governer's Award. Thten is a senior at Coastal Carohna
University and will graduate this May with a degree in
Resort Tourism Managament. She currently is employed at
the Best Western Hammock Inn as the assistant manager
and lives in Georgetown.

Press photo
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A student's perspective of o

by David Ward
Staff Writer
One continuing theme found
throughout America' political hi tory is
theinevitable 0 ciIlation of the public's
preference between the parties, a weUas
the ideology they brandish.
The upcoming congre ional elections furnish the opposition party with the
best opportunity to convert the American
citizenry away from the majority party
and the gospel they preach toward their
own candidates and canon. It is upon this
ebb and sway of America's political pendulum that the destiny of our nation is
written.
Now at the.dawn of the 21st century
the American people must choo e which
party is be t able to confront both the dramatic change taking place here at home
and the daunting challenge abroad.
With so much at stake in issues rangiDg from the economy, education and
healthcare to Iraq and terrori m, the elections to be held on Nov. 7 will be decisive
. in charting the future course of our
nation.
AH of the 435 seats in the Hou e will
be up for election, as well as one-third of
the Senate and orne 36 governor .
Currently, the House i compri ed of
231 Republican ,201 Democrats and one
Independent. In order to regain controL
the Democrat need to pick up 15 eat .

Current peculation about the 2006 e1ectiOlls by pundits from both ide of the
aisle varie dramatically. However. it i
generally agreed upon that the
Republican face a tough year.
There are everal i ue that are
cau ing the Republican majority anxiety.
Thedip in President Bu h' approval rating. high profile scandal. the decline
insupport for the Iraq War. along with the
perceived
indifference
of
the
Federalgovernment's
re pon e
to
Hurricane Katrina and its aftennath pose
the greatest danger.
Other domestic concern that the
Democrat are eager to seize upon
includePre ident Bush' failed ocial
ecurity reform, dome tic wiretapping
andhealth care. Additional is ue that
might prove compelling to congre ionalcon tituencie are the recent appointment
of Chief Ju tice John Roberts. aswell as
As ociate Justice Samuel Alito and their
influence upon the SupremeCourt .
However, the Democrat face their
own problem . The arne pole that iIlu trated the plunge in Pre ident Bu h'
approval rating al 0 gagged public opinion of congre ional Democrat . The Ie.
than inspiring re ult was that American
had e en l~ s confidence in them than in
the Pre ident.

• •

t
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Further. de pite the contro ersial
nature of many of the Republican ' ~i
tion , the Democra: ha 'e regular! failed
to establi h a con i. tent or p gre i e
agenda. The party' overwhelming deficiency in unified organization and tro g
leadership 0 'er the past se eral election
has pro en di ru trou .
Finally. as Karl Ro 'e, Pre ideot
Bu h' enior ad'i or. outlined in recent
peech, the definiti e f ctor in
Republican victorie io the po t 9/11 era
i the American people' percep' on of the
Democratic Party a being we
on
defense and security.

"It is the young who
fight and die in foreign fields who mustdeal with the repercussions of the huge
trade deficit and
growing foreign debt,
as well as the evolution of globalism."

To all Coastal Studen s, Fac

ya

On behalf of the Conference Steering Commi ee
I extend special thanks 0
all of ~he presenters, performers, ho ts, conference 01 e
attendees who belped to rna e the 2006 Ce ebra ion 0
Conference a grea s cce ,
Your contributions and support were
Sincerely,
Charmaine Tomczyk, Co ference Direct r

P.S. - If you haven't completed a conference evaluation arm
http://www.coastal.edu/inquiry/20 6/e a ation . . . . . . . . . ~.
Ad erti. ement

TlTlen

-.

~
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Artist profi e: esse
by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor
The country Music Row of
Nashville has welcomed Je se Rice. on
of Coastal Carolina University faculty
member NelIjean Rice, into its ongwriting community.
Rice grew up in Conway and attended Conway High School. Although he
attended and graduated from Furman
University in Greenville, he spent a lot of
time at CCU since both of his parent
taught here. His love for the stage and for
performing was born on the CCU tage,
as his fIrst memories of being on tage
are of hi panicipation in "Pirates of
Penzance" and "Oklahoma!"
"He really started singing around 12
or 13," said Nelljean. "His father wa in
a band around that time and we pent a

•
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lot of time going to different performance ."

Rice wrote his fIr tong when he
wa in middle chool about one of hi
ancestors who fought and was wounded
during a Civil War battle out ide the
town of Chattanooga.
"He wa alway intere ted in histof) ,
o he sugge ted to hi father that he write
a ong about his great great grandfather"
recollected elljean. "Paul (hi' father
turned right back around and aid 'Why
don't you write a ong about it?' So he
did!"
Rice' 10 e for hi tory led him to
Furman University, where he graduated
with a bachelor of arts in history in 200 1.
He spent orne time in Indiana teaching
history and coaching soccer at Culver
Academy before moving to ashville.
See Rice page B3
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"[I] ta ed here and
Elementary to or on m
for m education la
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'[I] ta ed here and ent to the
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" we t to e
Da . - Halllk
Patri
Biolog
Jesse Rice plays his guitar at a home CCU football game against James
Madison University in the fall of 2005.
Photo courtesy NeJljean Rice

Santee
educa io
by Raytevia Evans
Staff Writer
Santee Residence Hall pon ored a
trip to Atlanta, Ga. 0 student could experience The King Center and the new
Georgia Aquarium. Originally prepared
for Black Hi tory Month by Willette A.
Capers, the Residence Hall Coordinator
(RHC) , the trip la ted from March 4 to 5.
The information was open to Santee
students fIrst but other students were
informed and were al 0 intere ted in the
historical event.
Seven students pose
in front of
a memorial in
Atlanta
during
their trip
March 4-5.

e
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"I wanted Santee tudent to get first
pick but then I thought that everyone
hould have the opportunity and I opened
it to the entire campu ," aid Caper .
Student re ponded immediately. filling all of the available slots for the trip.
Capers ay that the timing of the trip
was perfect becau e of the recent pa. ing
of Mrs. Coretta Scott King.
"The tudent ~ ere deepl affected by
the sight of the tomb ," he. aid.
With orne a . i tance from Dr. Lynn
Willett, vice pre ident of tudent affairs:
See Atlanta page B3

r ed n m in em hip d
celebrated m daughter 'rthd
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"I wor 'ed a Uno' at Bro d a and
went to the beach. I went to laml
Uni er ity in Ohio and hun out ith
orne of the Pi appa Phi gu
Ju tin "
a ' 01
• Health
Promoti n

'I had a Ira
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Photo by
Willette
Capers
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Raheem DeVaughn has ''The Love Experience"
by Lekeisha Edwards
Staff Writer
Now that Valentine's Day is over,
many couples have reaffirmed their love
for each other and many single, hopeless
romantics have vowed to find their "one
true love." There are also those who could
care less about relationships but would
love to hear some wonderfully soothing
music. Raheem DeVaughn is where the
search ends; his debut album titled "The
Love Experience" will take listeners
through the joy, the pain and the truth of
the perplexing. yet elevating phenomenon we call "love."
The first question De Vaughn asks as
the first track begins is "Are you feeling
loved today?" De Vaughn digs deep into
the elements of love and educates the listener about all of his struggles and setbacks as he has journeys through good
and bad times to find a true soul mate.
After the first track of "The Love.
Experience," DeVaughn competes for the
heart of a girl as he declares that he can
offer a better love and relationship in
"Guess Who Loves You More." The song
"Breathe" is slow and soulful and moves
the listener to the point of relaxation and
meditation while thinking about the
power of love. "Ask Yourself' has the
seductive sounds of a Marvin Gaye track
as De Vaughn asks a girl if she has ever
experienced being loved as much as she is
being loved at that moment.

changes can come to fruition.
The song "Until" is about sacrific~
and having to put your needs before your
wants. It also highlights the unneces ary
judgments. some peopl,? tend to make
towards others before actually getting to
know them.
'
DeVaughn has what it take ' to
become a household name and favorite to
lovers everyWhere. If you like Anthony
Hamilton. Lyfe Jenning~, John Legend
and their ongs about love and life, you
will love Raheem DeVaughn as he adds
another element of greatness to the neosoul genre. Take "The ~ve Experience"
today.
I. The Voice (Intro)

"Believe" is a moving plea for understanding and support from a significant
other. My favorite song on the album is
"You," which is an up-tempo song that
expresses the extreme love and admiration DeVaughn has for his girlfriend. '
What is unique about this song is that
DeVaughn sings in the chorus that ~every
word in this song's gonna be about you,"
and it definitely is as he uplifts the beau-

Club comer: Refuge Club at
Christ United Methodist
by Raytevia Evans
Staff Writer

Students on campus who are interested in helping the community have
joined forces. The Refuge Club, which
started last semes.ter, has long term plans
that will benefit people in the Grand
Strand area. The organization, which
consists of 37 members, is open to all
Coastal students who are interested in
seeing their community grow.
The club meets on Thursdays at 7
p.m. after the refuge servChrist
Methodist
Church in
Fantasy
Harbor,
Myrtle
Beach off U.S.
Hwy 501.
The club is currently trying to raise
money to help the homeles in the community. They have recently held a successful raffle and are planning other
ways to raise money. The students are
hoping to raise enough money to build a
shelter to support the homeless.
"Thankfully, a lot of the members
have a heart for serving so they jump in
to help out with all [the] projects," said
vice president Tasha Sutherland.
Besides its trek to help the homeless, the organization has helped raise
money to support the building projects
in Bra::il and it is also supporting RIvers
of the World (www.row.org). The members are in the process of developing
other events for this semester.
The members are looking forward

ty of his beloved through gripping words.

DeVaughn's commilment to spreading love is not only evident in his songs
about relatio hips. but in society as well.
The song -Who- is a call for positive
change and compassion as De Vaughn
sings about his personal struggles and the
state of society. He makes it known that
someone has to care about others and the
problems of the orld before any positive

Ne.ran.~I1~1(f Auto

Care Experts. 1M

150 Rodeo Dr.

~~...........

of the waterway

to the extra help from Coastal students
to fulfill the goals that they have set.
"I just encourage everyone to check
out the refuge service and to at least
attend one meeting.... said Sutherland.
President Kristen Whiting practically made it impossible for students not
to know about the club.
"There are flyers all around campus
and we had a table at Club Recruitment
Day this semester," said Whiting.
The club also promotes awareness
for the club with its club tthis
semester. The
students are
also encouraged to invite
their friends to the
meetings to expand
membership.
The organization has influenced
many tudents on campus who enjoy
helping the community.
"I look forward to working with the
homeless again because it was such a
humbling experience," said Ashley
Causey, a sophomore biology major.
The Refuge Club hopes to impact
students on campus and allow them to
experience the joy of community service. These students, who have a soft spot
for others, are going to try hard to make
a difference in the community.
For more information, contact
Kristen
Whiting
at
knwhitin@coastal.edu or send an e-mail
to the club at mbrefuge@yahoo.com.

2. Love Experience
.3. Guess Who Loves You More
4. Who
5. Where I Stand
6. Breathe
7. You
8. Sweet Tooth
9. Ask Yourself
10. Believe
J]. Is ]t Possible?
12. Catch 22
13. Until
.
14. Cadillac
15. Green Leaves
16. Thank You
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Continued from pa e B 1
"} cho e to [go] toNash ilJe becau e
as a singer/,ongwriter there i a very
tight-knit musical community. one that i
more becoming and les cutthroat than
the-similar industries in New York or Los
Angeles," Rice aid.
In order for Rice to ucce fully
write country mu ic ong for country
artist • which i one of hi ambitions, he
said it i important for him to be right in
the mix of things.
Last fall, Rice came back to CCU
and played a two-night gig during the
weekend of the home football game
against James Madi on University. He
hopes to et up a similar gig next fall for
the home game again -t Furman
University.
Currently. Rice i working on the
fini hing touche of hi album "Words
for the Wasted" which is cheduled for
release ometime in the middle of April.
After the CD i relea ed independently,
he will begin a countrywide tour to up-

Atlanta.

port hi mu ie. Several ong are currentavailable
online
at
ly
www.myspace.comlje erice.
Listener of country mu ic can
expect peronal and non-contrived ong
from Rice.
"All of my ong. come from m life
experience. and they mean more to me
that wa ." Rice explained. "A a Ii tener.
it is my hope that one can tell and understand that and pemap relate \\ here I am
coming from to omething in their own
live ."
Rice aid that if he had ne er gotten
involved with mu ic he probably would
have ended up graduating from a Jaw
school and been a port agent, but he
admitted that he would have ju t mi sed
mu ic too much.
"Writing and playing song ha
always been an outlet for me - a art of
therapy. Mu ic i m) life. 1 ot only i it
what I want to do. it i what I need to do."

Continued from page Bl

Tamaria Jack on, a i tant director in
programming tudent acti itie : Paula
Daniels. director of re idence life: and
Patricia Singleton-Young, director of
multicultural tudent . ervices and fre hman programs, Capers pulled off the
event.
"Being a hi tory major, I was intere ted in the trip immediately and I
thought the Kings' tomb and their
church were awe orne," tated freshman
Lauren (Lo) Pirie.
The tudents learned the history of
the Kings and had the opportunity to
view their tomb.
"The trip was great and I really
enjoyed it,' aid football player We ley
(T.O.) Foushee.
At the new Georgia Aquarium, the
group wa intrigued by the different di play. According to tudents, the aquari-

urn had . orne prell) extraordinary ani-

mal.
"The aquarium was veT) unique and
it had displays J ha\e ne\er een before,"
said Pirie.
The group also . topped at a mall in
downtown Atlanta.
liThe student had a hance to . ee
dowllto\\ n Atlanta." aid Caper. "Some
student have never been out of South
Carolina 0 it wa thoroughly enjo)ed by
the tIldent and we had fun."
Caper i current!) planning other
events pon ored by Santee Hall. h i
scheduling an End of the 'ear Midnight
Madne. where studen~ will join in "old
chool" game. food and ocializing.
Be ide thi event. Santee has bundle of
other fun and educational event - in the
future for tudent to look forward to.

al
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pu h to com men ement i
on. The Career Servi
Center and the coordinators continue to be bu y L...--.-...........
helping tudent connect with employe
to meet their hiring need . Any tuden
who have not met ith the career en ice
coordinator for their academic major need
to call toda) to chedule an ppointment,
d "elop a re ume and tart th job ear h
in earne t.
Ju t before pring Break, the Career
ervice Center I un hed an onlin interprofe ional
e t urvey related to a n
de\ elopment program that will be offered
through th Divi ion of tudent Affairs in
the fall of _006.
The Di 1 ion of Student AffaIr
announce the T.E.AL. S nior emmar
for degree- e ing tudent who ha e
completed 0 or more credit hour in any
a ademi program of the uni e it All
graduate of the universlt will be con Idered leader in the or 'pl
and th
E cellent Alumni Leader eni r emmar
\\ ill prepare participant for tho role .
i . weeki) e ion \\ ill on olidate
learning out orne related to ar er de i. ion. career and life. kIll, financi I hterac) and a per onalized . trateg f; r tran itioning to profe JOnal lIfe. The e ion
will offer di eu ion and a ti itie pro iding tudent the pp rtunity to pm u e
profe ional beha ior in bu ine
and
ocia] ~ etting . There \\ ill not be a tudent
fee for thl program.

Horoscopes
Aries (March 21-April 19) Postpone
travel, long distance phone calls and
launching new projects. Do all that stuff
on Wedne day
Ta u rus (April 20-May 20) A misunderstanding could cost you. You can ask
questions. but don't be cru hed if you
don't, at first, get agreement.
G emini (May 21-June 2]) Proceed
with caution now. The per on who's in
charge could cause a bigger problem. Do
your own re earch and come up with an
alternative plan.
Cancer (June 22-1uly 22) You can

envision amazing thing, but there' 10
of work to be done. Don't race off before
the job's fini hed. That would prove to be
quite fooli h.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Once you've
reached an agreement with your partner.
make a list. Together. you can find a wa
to afford to get what you want.
Virgo
(Aug.
23-Sept.
22):
Controver y will ari e, you can bet on
that. Do you want to get in 'olved? Don't,
unle s paid for your time.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Thi
one
of tho e Monday when e ery bod' all-

as youI' tr·p homEJ
Boring .. .1 ad to

just sit and talk

ing and bugging you and being pe y.
And most of what you try doe n't wor .
Take care.
orpio (Oct. 23-. 0 .2! ou ant
to provide the be. t for your loved one ,of
course, but don t be a fool. Don't a te
your money on omething the kid can do
without.
gittariu
( '0 .
22-Dec.
21):Complication will ari e. TOW that
you know. i your en e of adventure
enhanced? Be careful. anyway.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) erify
what you hear. even if it' from a reltable

AI.
come 0 . Your parents can
be u to alk 0 so e imes.
can t t e '}
I

und nt.
Al

( eb. 1 - ar
I
cleared. 0 n't h rry into n
t mt
th ugh. at h. ait and learn .

see differ ntl) n
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by M.G. Fisher
Staff Writer
In lbe history of literature. there have
been many writing greats. What makes
these writers great. and who makes the
decision that they are great. has depended
on many things. Some are praised for
their style. vocabulary. phHosophy.
vision. time period in which the piece was
written. innovation and many other
things. But some rare writers become
greats for their truth and for the unique
ways in which they reveal that truth.
Sherman
Alexie is a fictional writer
who
wrote
·The
Lone
Ranger. "
"Tonto
Fistfight
to
Heaven,·
"Reservation
Blues," "Ten
LittJe Indians·
and more. "Ten
LittJe Indians"
was written in
2003. It has
nine short stories in it and
they are all set
in or around
Seattle, Wash.

Book review: 'Ten Little Indians'
All of the stories deal with personal identity in a confused world.
All of A1exie's stories in this book
cover intense and complicated human
emotions. He writes about disappointment, determination, embarrassment,
hope, identity, love, sex, politics, sports,
suicide bombers, unhappy wives and
mothers, lonely people, dying children,
electronic sexual devices, cab drivers,
marriage, single mothers, dead fathers,
feminists,
infidelity,
dying animals, liars, college, homeless people,
alcoholics, homosexuals, grandmas, traditional Indian dress and forest
rangers.
All of these topics are
covered in nine short
stories. I guess you
could say that they are
all covered in each story,
because Alexie's characters are so rounded and
real. It is hard to separate
what you feel they must
have been in the past and
what they are now.
This book is great for
so many reasons, they
couldn't be counted on

Wall Fellows of
2008 announced

fifty hands. It is a great book to just carry
with you to class. the doctor or anywhere
that you may have a free moment. Most
of the stories are short enough to read
between your classes.
The book opens with a quote hy
Sappho of Lesbos. and continues on just
as poetically. Shennan AJexie is a biracial American writer. The fact that he is
bi-racial is important in that he is half
white-American and half Spokane Indian.
Most of his stories are about
American Indians in a white world. I arn
a writer, and he is one writer that I adore.
His writing is clever, mventive and very
warmly isolated. He molds liis words
together like clay. They come in a seemingly random order until the story is finished and you look up to see a beautifully
formed vase. His ideas both astound and
inspire me.
Thus far, my favorite story written by
Alexie is entitled "Can I Get A Witness."
It is about a lonely woman who hates her
husband and her twin sons. She is having
lunch in a cafe one day when a foreign
man runs in with a bomb strapped to his
chest and detonates it. She comes out of
the wreckage and through the pools of
dead nearly unscathed. A man on the
street tries to help her and he ends up taking her to his apartment.

I

experience gap between business students' undergraduate education and the
corporate world they wish to work in.
"This program provides opportunities to network and utilize various skills
in a challenging, demanding atmosphere," said Ned Cohen, Director of the
Wall Fellows program.
Victoria Livinski, member of the
2008 class, has great expectations of
future experiences as a Wall Fellow.
"I expect to learn as much as possible about the business world, how to
negotiate, give and take criticism, give
good presentations and work on group
skills. In today's business world tearn
work is so critical."
Alisha Norris hopes to "grow as a
person and to enhance [her] future
career, not only by being a part of the
program but also being around career
driven people."
Once students are accepted into the
program, they enroll in a rigorous three
credit hour per semester course that
teaches non-traditional areas of study
including interpersonal and communications skills, ethics, personal health and
appearance, business and social etiquette, foreign languages and cultural
skills. The Class of 2008 will begin its
Wall Fellows course in the fall 2006
semester.

"She was raising two
wannabe marines. How
could any Indian put on a
U.s. military uniform and
not die of toxic irony?"
They have a little conversation
before she has an epileptic seizure. When
she wakes up he tries to take her to the
ho pital, but before sh~ will let him. she
asks him to listen to her thought'i, really
listen. She starts telling him about how
the bomber was an answer to her prayers.
She tells him that ever since 9/11 she's
been waiting and pcaying that orne
tragedy would befall her because she
knew that she would live and be able to
disappear and start a new life. She introduces some intere ling thoughts about the
people who died in the World Trade
Centers that I will not include in this summary due to their adverse effects on some
people. After he talks about these things,
her savior-man pukes on the carpet at her
ideas and fatal loneliness, and then
heaves her up to carry her to the hospital.
In the streets among the crowds she struggles out of his grip. She kisses him hard
and walks into the crowed to finally get
her prayer and disappear.

Former ambassador
to Rwanda at ccu .
Dr. Robert Flaten carne to Coastal Carolina
University on March 21 to address issues in the
Middle East. He was invit~ to give a lecture by
the university's Globalist Club.
Flaten's lecture was just one event planned
by the Globalist Club this semester in their effort
to increase campus awareness about national and
international affairs, both in the political and economic areas.
Flaten served as the ambassador to Rwanda
from Dec~ 1990 to Nov. 1993 before retiring
from the Foreign Service the foHowing May.

by Ashley Taliaoa
Section Editor
ine sophomores have survived a
lengthy application process and three
rounds of inteJView to be deemed worthy enough to be called the Wall Fellows
Class of 2008.
The new members of the Wall
Fellows class include: Tyeisha Davis, an
English major from Gaston; Katie
Hinson. a business management major
from Myrtle Beach; Victoria Livinski, an
economics major from Myrtle Beach;
Alisha orris. a finance major from
Loris; Jeffrey Nusse, a finance major
from Westfield, NJ.; Rachel Ramlochan,
a double major in economics and fmance
from ewark: Del.; Kevin Vandenberg, a
double major in bu iness management
and finance from Wyoming, Mich.;
Eliz3beth Vickery. a resort tourism management major from Rock Hill; and
Medelaine Wmstead. a business management major from Charle ton.
Eight of the students are from the
Wall E. Craig Wall. Sr. College of
Bu ine Admini tration and one student, Davi., is from the Thomas W. and
Robin W. Edwards College of
Humanities and FlOe Arts.
The late local businessman. Craig
Wall Jr., initiated the Wall Fellows program in 1994. According to the packet
gi en to potential applicants. the program is meant to bridge a training and

2006

Dr. Robert Flaten,
father of C CU profes-

sor Arne Flaten.
Photo courtesy Robert
Flaten

Every seat was filled in the Edwards Recital Hall on March 21 when Dr.
Robert Flaten came to give a lecture that was hosted by CCU's Globalist
C luh. Students, faculty and staff' filled the seats to capactiy and lined the
walls in order to listen to the former ambassador to Rwanda.

Photo by Caroline P. Smith
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Eco reps pant
~ differe ce a
by Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
Editor-in-Chief
They may not be Captain Planet's
Planeteers, but they are Coastal Carolina
University's next best thing-the ECO
Reps. A group of 19 students with majors
including marine science, p ychol~,
biology, business management, inteJdisciplinary tudies and special education
have joined force to make CCU a more
environmentally friendly,' or "green"
campus.
The ECO Rep program, in its fledgling stage at Coastal, was modeled after
a program at Tuft University in
Ma sachusetts. According to Elizabeth
Moses of the CCU Campus &
Community Su tainability Initiative the
Coastal ECO Rep will be active in uch
areas as campu recycling programs, a
campus waste audit, procurement of
fecycled product by the university. utainable food purchasing and campus
bikeways.
Mo es believe that tudents can
help lead the way to a more sustainable
university by involving themselve in
the e type of projects.
"Students are the campu." be said,
• "and we need students involved in any
program to make it succes ful. We'd like
the students to not only be involved in
programs and projects here on campus,
but to pread it to the community,"
Throughout the seme ter, the stu-

omng in small groups to
make advaocemeo: . their respective
areas of interest.. 1bey will also aneod
regular meetings. At the end of the
semester, each ECO Rep 'wilI recei e a
small stipend for the ad be or- she has
completed.
1be first
anaJy' is to be conducted 00 Monday. arm 27
ide of
the Coastal Science Centa-. Outfitted .
proper safety gear, ECO Reps will be
sorting through trash disposed rom the
building in order to see bo much more
the uni ersity can be recycling.
Christine L:
, a seni marl 5Cience major, is orting towani
lainable pure iog for the uni ersi
• I think it' importan that procurement at CoastaJ is more en ironmentalJ
sound because the college
uses a mas i e amoun · of upplies:
said. "If better coo'
are made
that
large of a:scale. it will make a big difference.Mo
would I' e to see the ECO
Rep program conlin
during future
dents will be

by

Staff rirer
For all of those wi. hin o to learn a
foreign language in about two month ,
there i a place to go - Middlebury
College Language School.
'ddlebury College i in thtate of
ennon and is orld-re
ned for it

staff: said

. 88 having
spirited and committed ~ to lead
the way and encourage odIcr
to
help build a 'green campus' and have a
'greeo' way of life 00 campus .•
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At
least 11 students from Coastal
Caraolina University did not have an
ordinary Spring Break. While the
majority of students were working or
laying out on the beach, members of
Students Taking Active Repsonsibility (S .T.A.R.)
and advisor Matt MQrrin took a 12,000 mile trip to Brazil.
The group went to help build and renovate houses in villages along
the Amazon River in association with Rives of the World and Habitat for
Humanity. "It was an alternative to a traditional Spring Break," said Matt
Morrin. "It was a mix of service learning and being sumberged in different
cultures. "

-" It's something I
ill always remember. I
am so lucky that I got to
go and meet the ten
other students who went,
the members of the
Presbyterian church who
were there as well as
the medical staff and
team on the boat with us
and the kids in the villages." - Michael
"Minkus" Erwin
"An interesting thing that
was very different from our culture was how communal everyone was. The whole village
shared everything - cows, land, it
all belonged to the community.
No one just slaughtered a cow to
eat for themselves, it had to be an
agreement." - Matt Morrin

Photos by Matt }yforrin

"The kid wanted to play occer
non- top. A lot of them had ne er
n
their own photo ,owe' d take their pictures and how it to them. They ju t
alway wanted to play with u . E eryone
really welcomed u into their tight- nit
group with open arm and helped u
wherever they could. - Michael
'''Minku "Erwin

"It was great for us to see how
lucky we really are and the thing that
we took for granted that [ e ople
1 e of.' - Matt
there] were

, The la t village we colJected everything to donate and
divided it up into pile and ga e
it to the 16 familie in the illage. e ju t kept giving and it
wa really cool that we got to
gl e it all away. - ichael
"Minku Erwin
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Congratulations to the six P.O.T.Y. finalists
(Pictured from top to bottom, left to right)

Douglas Smith, Associate Professor in the ,Spadoni
College of Education
Linda Kuykendall, Senior Instructor of Theater and
Public Communication in the Edwards College of
Humanities and Fine Arts
Randall Wells, Professor of English and Journalism
in the Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts
JoAnne Flanders, Senior Instructor of Spanish in
the Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts
.

Stephen West, Assistant Professor of Matpematics
in the College of Natural and Applied Sciences
Frances Sinclair, Director of Choral Activities and
Assistant Professor of Music in the Edwards College
of Humanities and Fine Arts

Photos by Scott Dean

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
Don't forget that voting for the new
Constitution takes place on Tuesday,
March 28 and Wednesday March 29!!

Go to www.coastal.edu/students/vote and
vote YES for the new constitution and for
. the new 2006-2007 SGA officers
Advertisement
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Lady Chants turn season around with
by Kyle B. Ward
Staff Writer
Christine Doyle had of the luck of
the Irish on her side. The Chanticleers
swept the defending Big South Champs
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi 9-0 and then
7-0 in the double-header match-up. On
sunny S1. Patrick's Day, she threw her
second career no-hitter and became a trivia question because she's had all the nohitters in CCU softball history, which
now stands at two.
CCU got it all started with a Sara
Hostetler lead-off walk and after a fielding error, Kelly Feely drove her in with a
single.
In the third, Meagen Johnson led it
off with a single and then moved to third
thanks to a Kristina Sheppard triple.

Feely again delivered another RBI, but
this time it was a double. Kimberly Cillis
made it double number three in a row as
she plated Shepard. A Carla Hood sacrifice fly drove in Feely, which was followed by a Glynn Tolleson single that
scored Ciltis.
Coastal added four more runs, most
notably a two-run single by Johnson.
"We have to continue hitting to keep
playing this well. We sent a clear message
not just to them but also to the rest of our
conference. Good competition makes better pLayers," said Johnson.
The Chants amassed a season-high
15 hits in the romp, thus ending the game
with Doyle earning the win (4-4).

"I didn't know I had it; I try not to
think about it because it can kind of mental. I was concentrating on getting outs,"
added Doyle.
Her last no-hitter was against
Winthrop in April of 2003. She faced a
total of 16 batters.
CCU jumped on the Islanders early
as Johnson plated Katey Allen on a runscoring single. Blunders doomed the
Islanders as the Chantg-· would go on to
score two unearned runs.
Game two starter Danyel\e Gerdts
lasered a triple down the right field line,
which allowed younger sister Ashley to
send her home with a long ball over center field. That was all the Chants.needed

27,2006

swe~p·

to turn what had begun to be a 1-12 start
into a 13-13 record, and being 2-0 in Big
South play.
Head Coach Jess Dannelly said
"Playing a tough chedule has to help u .
We were able to hit off teams like
Virginia Tech, North Carolina and
Alabama; they a.1I have good pitching. We
made some adjustments and the girls
began buying into it."
Hostetler was 5-for-7 with four RBIs
and Johnson w!!nt 3-for-7 with three runs
driven in. Gerdts improved her record to
3-4 as they prepare to hit the road to
Campbell March 28 and then face
Birmingham Southern on April 2.

Pictured left:
Christine Doyle
warms up her
pitching arm during the doubleheader on March 22.
Pictured right:
Kelly Feely bunts
down the first baseline to advance runners and runs to
beat the throw at
the doubleheader
aganst North
Florida University
on March 22.

Photos by Paul
Robinson

On Notice:
Inside the mind of a Fantasy Baseball draftee
by Kyle B. Ward
Staff Writer
Just before Spring
Break, I participated in my
Yahoo fantasy baseball
draft. It was live and I had
the seventh pick overall. I
figured I'd have to be a
trendsetter and select t!Je
first pitcher. I was right and I took Johan
Santana. When Miggy Cabrera was
selected two picks later, I had to restrategize.
Jake Peavy and Chris Carpenter
went just before I could grab them, but I
settled for an up-and-rising Jason Bay; I
kick myself because I didn't pick Roy
o walt. I get the steal of the draft in
Dontrelle Willis with the 31 st overall
selection. I can afford to be a fan since
he's their ace.
Jorge Cantu did wonders for me last
year, but he fell before I could grab him.
Grabbing Ryan Howard and Pat Burrell
was a wise move as First Citizens Park is
a hitter' wet dream.
Cantu's teammate for the time
being, Aubrey Huff will be traded elsewhere, 01 took a chance on him.
Othcrexy picks that I like are c.c.

Sabathia and teammate Cliff Lee; hopefully a repeat of 2005 could be in order.
Felipe Lopez plays multiple positions,
so he's attractive in many minds.
"Pudge" Rodriguez lost 25 pounds, so he
should have a solid 2006 at the dish, I
hope.
The biggest gamble I took was
Seattle's Adrian Beltre; he had an offyear at Safeco Field; 2006 is a different
year. Closer Bob Wickman looks like a
clean sweep for me as I have a slew of
the Tribe.
Former Clemson Tiger Khalil
Greene is a solid choice at shortstop. My
first rookie selection wa<; sleeper Jeremy
Hermida of the Marlins, he has a nice
bat. The rest of my team includes Matt
Clement and David Wells on my pitching staff. My backups are Mike Jacobs,
Orlando Cabrera and Johnny Estrada.
All in all, drafting a fantasy baseball
team is a lot like adopting a family. You
want them to do we1l. but when they
don't you get angry and you make difficult choices.
It' the Sweet 16. and there's been a
few upsets. bracket busters, whatever

you call it; it's happened. My Final four
made it to the Sweet 16: the Zags, Duke,
Villanova and UConn; yeah, I predicted
Northwestern State to beat Iowa. Parody
in college basketball ... hmm, what a
concept.
So, Kansas can't escape the first
round under Bill Self. As long as one big
name school is in the championship,
CBS is happy.
Paul TagJiabue is retmng in
July, but how scary would the league be
if Condoleezza Rice was the
Commissioner? She says she's not mterested ... yet. Tags was a great commissioner. but why can't David Stem or Bud
Selig get that memo and retire?
Japan wins the WBC ... wahoo. I
still don't like the timing of it; it seems
like it could be something great. but play
in November.
It's that time' again ...
Big 10 Conference - A mediocre tournament for them - no teams in the Sweet 16
for the first time in a de adc. That happen \\; hen the election committee

throws in Air Force.
Bruce Pearl - Yes, I'm throwing him
under the bus. Before they played
Winthrop, he said at a national press
conference that Winthrop was the be t
team in the Big South. Well, I saw
Winthrop play, and I wasn't impressed.
They escaped in the tournament title
game. Maybe he's saying that Buzz
Peterson is haring the credit becau e
they were hi players. I'll ay thi : he has
respect for the Big South Conference,
but when you ay that kind of hooha on
camera, no guff for you, pal.
Dallas Cowboys - I'm sorry. the Owens
signing baffles me - Bledsoe is horrible.
The offensive line is big and low and
overrated. Bledsoe will be on his back
way too much again this year. I'll give
him until week four of the regular season
before TO is TO again.

See rdatcd article
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Baseball standings as of March 22:

start
Big .
said
pu.
like
and
g.We
girl
Is
runs
rd to
d to
face

March 22 Coastal Carolina 5, Savannah State 4
March 21 Coli. of Charle ton 3. Coastal Carolina]
March 19 Coastal Carolina 10. High Point 2
March 18 High Point 7, Coastal Carolina 6
March 17 Coa. tal Carolina 5. High Point 4
March 12 Coastal Carolina J 7. Georgia Southern 13
March I J South Alabama 10. Coastal Carolina 2
March 10 South Alabama 6, Coastal Carolina 5
March 7 Wake Fore ,t 8. Coa, tal Carolina 5
March 5 Coastal Carolina . West Virginia J
March 4 We, t Virginia 10. Coastal Carolina 3
March 3 Furman 7. Coa~tal Carolina:2
March J Furman 9. Coa 'tal Carolina 6
Feb. 26 Tennesee 10, Coastal Carolina 6
Feb. 24 Coastal Carolina 4, Va. Commonwealth 3
Feb.21 North Carolina 15. Coastal Carolina 0
Feb. 19. Coastal Carolina 22, George Mason 6
Feb. 18 Pitt burgh 6, Coa tal Carolina 0
Feb. 18 George Mason 5. Coastal Carolina 3
Feb. J 7 Pitt burgh II, Coa tal Carolina 5
Feb. J2 Virginia ,Coastal Carolina 3
Feb. 10 Coa tal Carolina 9, Campbell 0

Pictured I ft: Junior Jo'
chu
the gam against a annah 0

See the CCU Sport Calendar on pa e B12
the bruebaLJ team plays next.
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Rugby team ga· s

popularity at Coastal
by Daniel Didion
Staff Writer
The mention of the sport rugby conjures ideas of Europe, Au tralia or New
Zealand. But what more and more
Coa tal Carolina Univer ity tudent are
finding out is that this exotic . port i
gaining popularity all over, e pecially on
their very own campus.
CCU's budding rugby team ha
already begun to build a legacy for itself
a well a purring the intere °t of many
student fan .
After one failed attempt by Dr.
Farley to establi h a team years ago.
rugby finally got rolling at CCU three
year ago when former computer cience
profes, or John Graham built the current
team. Since then. the team ha built
team ev~ry fall, training and competing
in exhibition games and every pring
representing CCU in inter-collegiate
play.
Many students are till not familiar
with CCU' club rugby team. For the
players it is only a matter of time before

the enthusia tic bunch of what field captain John "Hoe-train" Hoehmann calls "a
good group ofloyaJ fans" IOfe t tudent
with their love for the sport.
During every home game the core
group of fan has grown in number .
What is it that attract people to the sport
so much?
Hoehmann ays he was "hooked
after (hi) first game." The game's raw
fiercenes appealed to him a an athlete.
For the fans, it i that. ame excitement that come from such a visceral
phy. ical di. play. It makes . ense that
rugby appeal- to American; after all,
rugby i the root from which A'1lerican
football grew.
Another attractive quality for fan
of CCU rugby i thi year's winning eaon. Thi pring, CCU ha' enjoyed it·
be't eason ever, going undefeated until
its final game of regular 'ea on, during
which The Citadel was the fir. t team to
even core again t CCU.

Tard
Staff ni-iter
Ye folk. it' ba< eball sea on once
again. The White So aJ1 shining their
ring off and th resl of the Am rican
them off that
League i itching to 'n
pede:.1al.
Th re are five nam in the AL to
100 out for for thi
on. Adrian
Behre had an off-year in eattle; I see
him turning it around ha 'ing a . olid ear.
David Ortiz will be phen menal again in
2006: Coco tri p and Wily Mo Pena are
adquate upgrade from Johnny Damon.
lohan Santana should be dominant again
in 2 6; if he' there when your tum i
up. grab him qui . Miguel Tejada ill
ha e a olid sea n; he' fro trated and
that are me.
In the
ational Leagu • r like
Miguel Cabrera. He' 22 and has a great
bat: the move to third base will benefit
b.

See related article on
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Coastal track runs, jumps and throws during
weekend meet
CCU

SPORTS

CALENDAR
Men's Golf
April 1-2: Augusta State Invitational
in Augusta, Ga. at Forest Hills Golf
Course, all-day event.
April 17-18: Big South Conference
Championship in Greenwood, S.C. at
The Patriot Golf Course, all-day
event.
oJ

o l;'r.tu
'Y0ro~n's Golf

Pictured left:
Senior
DeMiracle
Washington
leaps through
the air at the
track meet on
March 3.
Pictured right:
Sophomore
Elisha Tegreder
launches herself
in the long jump
event at the
track meet on
March 3.

April 3-4: John KirklLady Panther
Intercollegiate in Stockbridge, Ga. at
Eagle's Landing Golf Course, all-day
event.

l'rack and Field

Photos by Scon
Dean

March 31 and April I: Big South
Conference Challenge in Cullowhee,
N.C.
April 7-8: Iilvitational at Duke
University, TBA

Baseball
I.
March 28: at Savannah State, 2 p.m.
March 29: at Georgia Southern, 4
p.m .
April 4: at Wake Forest, 3 p.m.

Softball
March 28: at Campbell University, 4
p.m.
April 2: at ~irmingham-Southem, 2
p.m.
April 4: against the College of
Charleston, 4 p.m,
April 6: against North Carolina State
University, 4 p.m.
~e

.

~

Phase II Intramural Sports

~gan On March 20:

c:"qc

- 2-on-2 sand volleyball
- Softball
. - Dodgeball
- Indoor soccer

Pictured top left: Junior Elrid
Cason takes the baton from a
teammate during a relay race on
March 3.
Pictured top right: Freshman
Kyle Hoddy launches a javelin
during the track meet on March
3.
Pictured bottom left: Senior
Abbey Bergquist (left runner)
and freshman Felicitas Mensing
run a distance event with a UNC
opponet right behind them during the March 2 track meet.
Pictured bottom right: Senior
Johnny Mitchell (left hurdler)
and senior Nelson Oliveira run a
decathalon in the track meet on
March 2.

Photos by
Scott Dean

